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CHAPTER 1. Introduction
Cluster computing has emerged as a mainstream platform for high-performance applications. More recently, low-cost CPUs enabled assembling clusters from symmetric multiprocessor nodes (SMP). This affordable means of parallel computing enabled wide-spread usage of parallel applications for scientific computing. However, achieving a sustainable performance across multiple SMP nodes became a challenge in part because of inadequate load management leading to resource contention. Specifically, in a typical multiuser cluster environment, where users could concurrently run a variety of high performance applications, simultaneous processes may compete for shared resources.
Ab initio Quantum Chemistry
Chemistry is the science dealing with construction, transformation, and properties of molecules (15) . Traditionally molecules are considered as a collection of positively charged nuclei and negatively charged electrons. The number of these particles and the physical force between them shape the energies of the molecule and the distribution of electrons and nuclei in molecule space (i.e., geometry). The subfield of chemistry that studies the geometry, energies, and properties of molecules is called quantum theory and is based on the simplified time-independent Schrodinger equation:
H'lj;=E'lj;, ( 
1.1)
where H is a Hamiltonian operator, 'ljJ is set of wave-functions and E is the total energy of the system. Solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation directly for molecules is very complicated. Though, there are ways ( semiempirical and ab initio) to approximate the solution to the given equation. Semiemprical approximation uses experimental data to substitute some of the mathematical terms in the equation. On the other hand, ab initio (Latin: "from the beginning") is a collection of methods that uses only mathematical means to iteratively generate the approximate solution (15) . Avoiding the use of experimental results comes at the expense of significantly larger computational resources needed for ab initio methods. The problem size for a typical computation depends on the accuracy desired for the final result.
An upper bound for a problem size is N 4 , where N is a number of basis functions, describing an atom, which could go up to hundreds.
The report in (9) lists several applications that perform ab initio calculations. Just to mention some of them, MOLPRO is a complete package of ab initio programs for molecular electronic structure calculations. Using recently developed techniques, it is capable of highly accurate and efficient calculations mostly small molecules (32) . NW Chem is a computational chemistry package that is designed to run on high-performance parallel supercomputers as well as conventional workstation clusters. It aims to be scalable both in its ability to treat large problems efficiently, and in its usage of available parallel computing resources (12) . MPQC is another computational chemistry package that was built from the start to run in parallel.
Designed in object oriented fashion, MPQC runs on a wide range of computing architectures (14) . GAMESS is a popular generic ab initio program freely distributed and developed at Iowa State University (24) . Our research is applied to GAMESS, thus more detailed discussion of the program is in the subsequent chapters.
Related Work
A crucial part of high-performance computing (HPC) systems is proper resource management, such as load balancing. To share the common purpose of load balancing, preserve and protect jobs until the end of execution, batch schedulers are commonly used tools for scheduling jobs. There exists much research on batch schedulers: Many were abandoned and a few are under constant improvement. Some of the popular batch schedulers currently available are.
Portable Batch Scheduler (PBSPro/OpenPBS) is one of the most popular "all-purpose" batch job and computer system resource management packages. PBS accepts batch jobs and a shell script with the control attributes, preserves and protects the job before it starts, runs the job, and delivers output to the submitter (2) . PBS tries to map a job based on three factors: required resource attributes set by the user, available system resources, and the implemented scheduling policy. Depending on system parameters such as scale of the managed system, OS In an environment where there is a need to execute multiple high-performance applications while maximizing their throughput, a scheduling that diminishes resource contention based on the knowledge of a current algorithmic stage is highly desirable. Unfortunately, modern "all-purpose" (system-level) schedulers, such as PBS (2) and Load Leveler (18) , have limited capabilities in this respect since they do not have a means to "peek" into an application's execution. On the other hand, incorporating self-scheduling mechanisms into an application based on the resource availability often appears infeasible since the system-level details may obscure the application usage and development. The latter is of particular concern since GAMESS is designed to run on a given computational platform by an application scientist without any knowledge of computer science. Therefore, employing some middleware tools (1; 5; 13), which may access the dynamic system conditions and invoke GAMESS adaptations -via a separate function handler, -may be beneficial, assuming that such tools are lightweight and may be turned on/ off by the user in a simple manner. One such middleware tool is NI CAN, a framework which invokes adaptation functionality of distributed applications (25) . In this thesis we present an integration of NICAN into GAMESS as an application-level adaptation facilitator.
Thesis Layout
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives background information on GAMESS, NICAN, and SMP architecture. In Chapter 3, we present a three stage evaluation of the GAMESS-NICAN integration model, its functional components, and adaptation mechanism. shown rather good performance. Thus, the choice of an SCF algorithm has a significant effect on performance.
NICAN Middleware Tool
The main idea of integrating Network Information Conveyer and Application Notification (NI CAN) with an application is to decouple the process of monitoring system information from the execution of the application, while providing the application with critical system knowledge in a timely manner through adaptation handlers (27) . NICAN was successfully integrated with several application to aid their execution in a distributed environment. In his Master's thesis, an application -these modules may be utilized "as is" in a variety of applications. However, to explore application-specific trigger conditions, "specific-use" NICAN modules may also be needed. 
Symmetric Multiprocessor Architecture
Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) is an architecture with multiple processors on the same system that have identical access to the system resources (11) . A single Operating System 
CHAPTER 3. Adapting GAMESS
To address the challenges that GAMESS faces running on SMP clusters, we may need an adapting mechanism for improving performance. Modifying GAMESS source code to implement self-adaption is rather difficult. It may decrease its usability by application scientists and its portability, which is highly acclaimed feature of GAMESS.
The GAMESS package consists of two main parts. The first one, written in C, handles the setup of DDI needed for efficient memory management in parallel executions (22) . The second part, the native code written in Fortran, does the actual computations. In order to avoid making changes in the computation part of GAMESS we consider a high-level approach to adaptation: Adjust GAMESS input settings based on current system conditions and on the settings of the "peer" GAMESS jobs already running. Therefore, employing middleware tools, such as NICAN, may be beneficial. An attractive feature of NICAN is that it does not require substantial code modifications to the high-performance application with which NICAN is interfaced. In the case of GAMESS, we have only a few changes. First, the application includes a header file that contains declarations for the NICAN interface functions. Second, two single lines are inserted, to initialize and to finalize the NICAN thread, at the beginning and at the end of the execution, respectively. Third, a simple handler function is added to resume GAMESS after NICAN has finished the decision making process.
The efficient execution of GAMESS with the aid of NI CAN middleware was evolved in three stages. The first stage focused on improving concurrent execution of sequential GAMESS jobs.
In the second, the integrated model was modified to include parallel GAMESS jobs on SMP clusters. In the final stage, with slight modifications to the native code, GAMESS was able to dynamically adapt to the changing environment.
Adapting Sequential GAMESS in Dedicated Environment
The initial work in improving GAMESS was started with sequential runs. The execution media was assumed to be dedicated to GAMESS jobs only. Thus, the adapting mechanism was aimed to facilitate concurrent electronic structure calculations on a single SMP node.
GAMESS is integrated with NI CAN through its interface in front end (2.2). Users pass instructions to NICAN through option tags in an XML file. The first option ( do_check = ' 'YES' ') activates the system environment checking modules, and the second ( use_sug =' 'YES' ') enables or disables the adaptation by NI CAN. By default, both of these options are set to NO. In any case, NICAN records the execution pattern (direct or conventional)
of the current job in the active list. Useful in scheduling concurrent GAMESS jobs that are arriving, the active list is a data structure stored in the shared memory for the interprocess communication. Manager parses the XML file for options and checks the active list for the presence of other GAMESS-NICAN processes and their execution patterns. In parallel with the Manager, the Check module re-runs GAMESS on the user input file but with the special "check" execution mode. This execution mode is designed in GAMESS to very quickly estimate the required main memory with respect to the desired electronic structure calculations without actual computation (24) . Then, the input file may be updated with this estimate. Without this estimate, a user could mispredict the required amount and the computations may fail due to a lack of physical memory. To prevent this, the Manager detects free memory, compares it to the estimate from the Check module, and halts the job until available memory in the system reaches the required amount. The Daemon module is implemented in the second stage and discussed in the next section.
Granted the permission to make changes to the GAMESS input file, the Manager selects an execution pattern according to a predefined set of rules (Figure 3.2) . Namely, it updates the input file flag specifying direct or conventional execution pattern. The Manager also records the execution pattern in the active list, and resumes GAMESS. Note that the GAMESS execution is postponed (expressed as the dotted arrow in Figure 3 .1) while NICAN modules examine the system and decide on the execution pattern to be suggested for the continuation of GAMESS.
After a GAMESS job has completed the task, it calls NICAN_Finalize to remove itself from the active list. jobs are designated as conventional, NI CAN will designate n-1 ( n is a number of processors in the system) jobs to execute using direct method. Only a single job is assigned the conventional integral calculation method.
The decision tree could be modified to better utilize the Hyper-Threading (HT) technology if the processes are not allowed to migrate to other logical processors. At present, however, such a migration happens on the HT-enabled machines. The scheduling modification to utilize HT could be achieved by setting the CPU affinity mask of a process. The affinity mask is a system data structure in which each bit relates the process to a logical processor. If a given bit is set then the process is allowed to execute on the corresponding logical processor. The affinity system calls (processor assignments) are introduced in the later releases of the kernel (17) . Thus a corresponding modification of the decision tree is left for the future work. We study performance of GAMESS in a system equipped with HT technology as a separate section in the Test Results 4.4.
Adapting Parallel GAMESS in SMP Clusters
Many GAMESS calculations have parallel implementations which enable the utilization of After successfully starting the parallel GAMESS computation, the Manager records its SCF method in NcnD daemon to efficiently run future GAMESS jobs mapped on the same node.
Dynamic Algorithm Selection in GAMESS Calculations
The first two GAMESS-NICAN integrations models were designed to encapsulate the entire GAMESS computation code (29; 30) . A high-level approach was considered for adaptation:
Adjust GAMESS input settings based on the system conditions and on the settings of the "peer" GAMESS-NICAN jobs co-existing in the system. NICAN Manager made changes to the GAMESS input parameters by selecting the appropriate SCF algorithm at the preprocessing stage. The design assumed that the system is dedicated to run only GAMESS jobs. However, the assumption is too restrictive for modern realistic computing environments when e.g., several applications may reside on the same SMP node or when the I/O channel is shared by many applications. Thus, adaptations made only in the preprocessing stage may not always lead to an improvement under such system conditions, and thus dynamic adaptations are desirable.
The SCF algorithm is one of the computationally-intensive parts of an electronic structure calculation that GAMESS performs. Thus, a proper selection of its implementation has a considerable effect on the overall calculation. Figure 3 .4) and stored in a file on disk for subsequent iterations. This implementation performs best on a system where the available physical memory exceeds the file size for 2-e integrals, so the file is cached in physical memory. Thus, it is faster to re-read buffered 2-e integrals than to recalculate them as in the direct method. Since the SCF algorithm (Figure 3.4) is of an iterative nature, switching between conventional and direct implementations may be possible in an arbitrary SCF iteration. Although the precise implementation details of the switching are rather complex. The following is a brief outline of the procedure. One may pre-compute the 2-e integrals before commencing the iteration cycle as required for the conventional SCF algorithm. Then at each new iteration, the 2-e integrals are either fetched from a file or (partly) recomputed for the conventional or direct implementations to be used, depending on the resource availability. Similarly, any quantum computation algorithm that may be implemented to recompute certain large quantities, such as 2-e integrals, may be a candidate for the algorithm selection technique presented here.
Following the previous work on improving GAMESS in a dedicated environment, the mid- 
CHAPTER 4. Test Results
In this chapter we present test results for each stage of the GAMESS-NICAN integration development as well as performance of GAMESS in hyper-threading (HT) enabled systems.
Sequential GAMESS
The tests were executed on a 2. 
------
-
., 
GAM ESSorig·
Parallel GAMESS
The tests were executed on the "4pack" cluster at the Scalable Computing Laboratory The experiments show that GAMES Sprep has a uniformly better performance than the performance of GAMESSorig, which is due to a.diminished resource contention as a result of GAMESS adaptations.
In Figure 4 .6, we a simulation of a more generic case. A mix of eight different GAMESS jobs, each calculating a structure of a different molecule (Absinthin, Adamantane, Cyclic AMP, Darvon, Ergosterol, Luciferin, Penicillin, and Tetrodotoxin), was chosen. The jobs were not pre-defined with a specific SCF method. Instead, to simulate a real-world scenario, GAMESS was started with existing input settings of the SCF method. To see the benefit of adaptive mechanisms, the jobs were chosen such that their execution time is from several minutes to several hours. This set of jobs was executed multiple times, in different orders, on eight processors. The longest time equals to three hours was observed in calculating the Absinthin molecule, while the shortest was one minute for the Adamantane molecule. In Figure 4 .6, the legend specifies different orders for executing the test set and the y-axis shows the execution
• GA"'!_ESS0 r1g _ J Figure 4 .4 Four-processor calculations of twelve identical molecules GAM ESSarig jobs may perform as well as GAM ESSprep· However, such a specific order is quite difficult to achieve without application-specific knowledge. The worst performance is observed (bar Worst) when all the jobs with one SCF algorithm precede all the jobs with another one and when multiple processes with the conventional algorithm run on the same SMP node. This is in agreement with the previous set of experiments. As we see from Figure 4 .6, the throughput for GAM ESSprep is better than for GAM ESSarig· 
Dynamic Algorithm Selection in GAMESS
We consider the behavior of parallel and sequential GAMESS calculations in a dynamically changing computing environment. In particular, the computing platform is shared by the GAMESS calculations integrated with NICAN and other applications that burden the resources critical for GAMESS execution. To study the adaptive features of the SCF algorithm in GAMESS which, in the conventional mode, requires much disk I/0, another application competing for this resource has been introduced during the GAMESS runtime. The iozone benchmarking tool (21) has been taken as such an application. Although this tool is used mainly for measuring a variety of operations on files, we are interested in its ability to congest the disk I/O channel by writing to disk files of a particular size, and thus occupying a certain percentage of the I/O channel.
The tests were executed on the Tools cluster owned by the SCL group. This cluster has eight SMP nodes, one half of which are 2.2 GHz Intel XEON dual-processor nodes and the other half is 1.7 GHz AMD Athlon MP 2100+ dual-processor nodes. All the nodes have 768
MB of physical memory. Each XEON node has its own scratch directory mounted on a 250 GB 7200 RPM hard drive. On the other hand, the hard drives for the AMD nodes have varying characteristics. To correlate the performance of GAMESS with the I/O bandwidth consumed by iozone and to exclude the effects of processor differences, all the experiments were performed on the XEON nodes only.
As a test problem, we consider the computation of the Luciferin molecular structure using the RHF energy calculation. In Figure 4 .7, the molecule structure is plotted using MacMolPlt program (4; 31). For the luciferin energy calculation, GAMESS converges in 15 iterations with the conventional SCF algorithm requiring files of at most 3.57 GB to be stored. By default, GAMESS is given the conventional mode on input. 
Hyper-Threading
This subsection notes on the execution of concurrent GAMESS jobs on Intel processor platforms equipped with Hyper-Threading (HT) technology. HT makes a physical processor appear to the operating system (OS) as a dual logical processor. The purpose of HT is to enable an efficient resource utilization by scheduling programs (or their parts) concurrently, such that the idle time for the computational resources involved is minimized. In HT, there is a copy of the architecture state for each logical processor, and the logical processors share a single set of physical execution resources. In fact, OS recognizes the existence of multiple logical processors as an SMP node. Thus, OS and the user programs could schedule processes (threads) on logical processors as they would on conventional physical processors in a multi-processor system (20) . The experiments in this section were tested on a single 2. But there is a significant difference in the execution of concurrent conventional jobs. Poor performance under HT might be due to a lack of HT-awareness in the Linux kernel scheduler used. In multi-processor systems, the process scheduler could even execute concurrent threads on two logical processors corresponding to the same physical processor, while the other physical processor is vacant (8) . New releases of the kernel have patches that make the kernel HTaware(3). But even in such a case, application-specific execution patterns may remain unknown to the kernel and to the operating system.
CHAPTER 5. Conclusion and Future work
In this thesis, we have shown an improvement of electronic structure calculations executed on SMP clusters. The advantage is observed when a GAMESS calculation adapts its execution pattern by choosing either an in-core or out-of-core implementation. We have en- Initially, we have considered specific case of dedicated SMP clusters, where an adaptation at preprocessing stage is sufficient to gain throughput improvement. The adaptation is applied to incoming jobs in order to start execution efficiently based on the current state of the computing environment. This choice depends on system characteristics and on the execution patterns of the peer GAMESS calculations. Later, we have presented a more sophisticated adaptation mechanism that works in realistic environments. The GAMESS-NICAN integration is able to switch dynamically between algorithms to adapt to the changing environment. While a precise calibration of the decision making is of paramount importance, in this research, we concentrated mostly on the toggling abilities of the SCF calculations and their implementation using the middleware. To demonstrate the capabilities of GAMESS to adapt to dynamic changes in vital system resources, we considered the effect of the disk I/O channel congestion.
As the result of adaptations, the SCF algorithm mode may be switched dynamically based on the the current state of the multiuser computing environment. This switching is performed by the NICAN middleware that is tightly integrated with GAMESS and controls the adaptation process.
Although our tests do not cover all the possible GAMESS calculations which use the SCF algorithm, the obtained results already indicate that GAMESS benefits considerably from an application-level middleware that facilitates its execution. The GAMESS-NICAN integration model for dynamic adaptations may be used for any application to achieve similar purpose of improving the resource utilization and application performance. An essential condition for such an integration is that an application has dynamically interchangeable execution modes or algorithms while system monitoring and job performance analysis are delegated to NICAN modules.
Future Work
In the future, we envision to apply similar technique for post Hartree-Fock and non-SCF calculations as well as to develop multiple adaptation control strategies suitable for many GAMESS calculations. In particular, we plan to consider the effect of the available main memory on dynamic adaptations. Our observations have shown that with the sufficient main memory, the data in the out-of-core implementation could be cached in the main memory making it accessible faster than recomputing the data in the in-core implementation. The presented results may also be extended to various types of heterogeneity in computing platforms and resources.
APPENDIX. GAMESS Capabilities
A wide range of quantum chemical computations are possible using GAMESS, which
